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What Some Smart People Say

• Bill Gates: Crypto is a fool’s errand

• Warren Buffett: I wouldn’t give $25 for all the crypto in the world.

• Fran Musselman: Father of word processing: “Adopt word processing or 
you won’t be practicing in five years.” 

• Betsy Blattmachr and Howard Zaritsky: “I will never use email!”

• Accepting Change: “Looking Back and Looking Ahead:  Preparing Your 
Practice for the Future; Don’t Get Behind the Change Curve,” 36 ACTEC 
L.J. 1 (2010-2011)
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As Great a Disruption as the Internet?

• That just can’t be true, you say?

• Well, first we have to understand Crypto and NFTs and how we 
deal with them in Estate Planning and Administration

• It all starts with three things: 
1. Money 
2. Cryptography 
3. Blockchain
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A Little History of Money 

• Bartering 

• Tokens (wampum, arrows, silver, beaver pelts, gold). Why do we call dollars 
“bucks”? (“Please give me five bucks.”)

• “As good as gold.” Why? You can’t eat gold.  You can’t wear it. It won’t protect 
you from the elements.  So why do we want it?

• It is a medium of exchange. Based upon the belief of its acceptance to trade it 
for things we need in the future and a way to store wealth

• Why would you want a real Picasso when you can buy a perfect copy for $100? 
Why did a wicker basket belonging to Jackie Onassis sell for $9,000? Twelve 
million dollars for a baseball card? 

• It is the human perception of value
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More on Money

• The “gold” standard. Too heavy. Banknotes backed by gold or silver. Remember Silver Certificates?

• Richard Nixon and the gold standard. The world did not end.  So now we have “fiat” money, which is a “type” of 
money that isn’t backed by something physical like gold but is decreed by a government to be legal tender (that is, it 
must be accepted in payment of goods, services and debts). On all US dollar bills: “This note is legal tender for all 
debts, public and private.”

• Fiat money is subject to “instant” devaluation (and, hence, inflation of goods which are purchased with it) by the 
government “printing” more of it.  But even “commodity” money (e.g., bills backed by and convertible to something of 
inherent value like gold) can be devalued as President Woodrow Wilson did when he raised the “price” of gold 
before WWI.

• “Since the end of the Gold Standard in 1971, the US dollar … lost [by 2011] over 80 percent of its purchasing power 
due to the uninhibited money creation of the Federal Reserve.”)

• So what is Bitcoin? Is it a currency? Bitcoin is a digital asset designed by its inventor (Satoshi Nakamoto) to work as 
a currency. Well, as we will see, it is not a currency according to the IRS (Rev. Rul. 2014-21). But now it is legal 
tender in El Salvador.

• Key attributes to a useful currency are scarcity, divisibility, acceptability, portability, durability, and resistance to 
counterfeiting (uniformity).

• Stable coins: The future? Advantage of lower volatility but with government control over supply.
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Tokenization

• New York City Subway Tokens

• Tokens at Chuck E. Cheese

• Now its to own some virtual property

• “Tokenization” is the process to leverage blockchain technology to securitize 
assets, which is expected to increased liquidity, result in faster settlement, 
lower costs and bolstered risk management

• But first, how does that happen? 

• Through cryptography
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Cryptography

• From the Greek word “hidden” (or “secret”)

• Think of invisible ink.  Cryptography has been around for Millenia 

• Movie: Christmas Story: The Secret Decoder Ring from Little Orphan Annie 
“Drink more Ovaltine”

• The Davinci Code: Cryptex

• Julius Caesar’s messages to his generals
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What My Wife Handed Me When We First Met

Nffu nf bu uif cbs bu tfwfo
Mffu nf bu uif cbs bu tfwfo
Mefu nf bu uif cbs bu tfwfo
Meeu nf bu uif cbs bu tfwfo
Meet nf bu uif cbs bu tfwfo
Meet mf bu uif cbs bu tfwfo
Meet me bu uif cbs bu tfwfo
Meet me at uif cbs bu tfwfo
Meet me at tif cbs bu tfwfo
Meet me at thf cbs bu tfwfo
Meet me at the cbs bu tfwfo
Meet me at the bbs bu tfwfo
Meet me at the bas bu tfwfo
Meet me at the bar bu tfwfo
Meet me at the bar au tfwfo
Meet me at the bar at tfwfo
Meet me at the bar at sfwfo
Meet me at the bar at sewfo
Meet me at the bar at sevfo
Meet me at the bar at seveo
Meet me at the bar at seven
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Digital Currencies

• Satoshi Nakamoto

• White Paper on Bitcoin 

• Bitcoin is a decentralized digital currency, without a central bank or single 
administrator, which can be sent from user to user on the peer-to-peer bitcoin network 
without the need for intermediaries.

• Rather than being a medium of exchange (like dollars), it has become more of an 
investment

• There are thousands of 1,000 digital currencies: Bitcoin, Ethereum (Ether or Eth), USD 
Coin, Cardano.  

• See: 
https://www.gemini.com/prices?utm_source=google&utm_campaignID=15783098151&utm_adgroupID=131903630596&utm
_creativeID=573165837353&utm_medium=cpc&utm_content=p&utm_term=crypto&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIle_d6c_p9QIVlQaI
CR0DywpTEAAYASABEgJ78vD_BwE

about:blank
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How the Bitcoin (or Similar) System “Works”

• Install the software and become a “node”

• Each node receives notice of every Bitcoin transaction on the network

• Each transaction relating to an account is permanently recorded in a chain of all transactions 
relating to Bitcoin (the Blockchain)

• Each node has an address (30 or more random numbers/letters)

• There is one address for the transferor and one for the transferee (both of whom remain 
anonymous)

• To make a transfer from an account, one must have the “private” (or secret”) key, which is a 
long number (40 or more characters)
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How the Bitcoin (or Similar) System “Works” (Cont’d)

• Because all nodes know how many bitcoins are in an account, if the owner attempts to 
transfer more, it is blocked. Hence, this eliminates the “double spend” concern. Indeed, a 
transaction can go through only if more than 50% of the nodes agree it is legitimate

• If the private key is lost, there can never be any access to the bitcoins in the account. 
Individuals have lost hundreds of millions because they lost their private keys. See “Lost 
Passwords Lock Millionaires Out of Their Bitcoin Fortunes,” The New York Times, January 
12, 2021.

• In lieu of that, one can create an account at a firm (like Gemini) that deals with crypto 
currencies (but there are storage and transfer fees)
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Blockchain

• Each transaction of bitcoin on an exchange is recorded.

• Hence, there is a permanent record of where the bitcoins 
are (on the blockchain)

• But Blockchain technology can be used for anything, not 
just crypto currencies but works of art, land, stock, bonds 
or any other property.  

• That has led to NFTs (non-fungible tokens) for unique 
items (like an original painting)
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NFTs

• These represent ownership of something (like percentage ownership in a 
specific track of land or a baseball card) but only in digital (virtual) form

• Investors paid $500 million for virtual real estate last year. And it looks like 
more this year

• The most expensive virtual real estate is where people want to congregate 
(like the virtual “house” next to Snoop Dog’s virtual house)

• All that is happening in the Metaverse (think electronic games in electronic 
world—e.g., League of Legends)  Could that be our future? 
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Real Estate in the Metaverse: 
Buying Real-Life and NFT 

Properties

Start looking at 14:52
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Impact to the Law

• No more middle person (formerly, middle “man”) for banking transactions (simply sharing a 
cat photo with friends online requires the services of an intermediary like Facebook or 
TikTok, a video-focused social networking service)

• No more title searches by a title company

• Remote signatures and notarization

• Smart Contracts (from Kick Starter to Directly to the Developer and with the Contract 
Providing for Withholding the Funding until the Funding Is Complete or, If Not Complete 
within the Specified Time, the Money Is Returned), all through a Block chain (with no 
government or other middle person)

• Smart contracts could be used for bank loans; insurance claims; delivery of goods

• Several merchants (e.g., Gucci) accept Bitcoin and bitcoin debit cards
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Impact in the Trusts and Estates

• No three day wait period for stock transactions

• Record of client assets

• How would the transfer of real estate by Will be recorded on the blockchain of title? Probably an 
executor’s deed

• Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Data Act

• Uniform Prudent Investor Act.  Have client’s crypto currency and NFT held in a non-controlling FLP 
interest.

• Special Will and Trust Provisions (authorization and indemnification)

• There are several special provisions they include in documents relating to cryptocurrency:
a. Indemnification language for holding or acquiring digital currency
b. Waiver of prudent investor rule
c. Allowing in-kind distributions
d. Allowing holdings in a pooled fund
e. Special provisions requiring a custodian with certain security protocols in the event crypto assets 

are valued over a certain amount
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More on the Impact in the Trusts and Estates

• Exchanges (other than real estate) can no longer qualify for tax free treatment 

• Valuation: Reg. 25.2512-2: “The value of…property is the price at which such property would 
change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither being under any 
compulsion to buy or to sell, and both having reasonable knowledge of relevant facts.” 

• Reg. 25.2512-2: “if there is a market of stocks or bonds, on a stock exchange, in an over-the-
counter market or otherwise, the mean between the highest and lowest quoted selling prices 
on the date [of the transfer]…is the fair market value [based on] the records of the exchange 
where the stocks or bonds are principally dealt in should be employed”

• There are numerous exchanges upon which cryptocurrencies are traded.

• No wash sales treatment under Section 1091. Lost Wallets: Loss Deduction? 
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More on the Impact in the Trusts and Estates (Cont’d)

• Retention of the private key (gift completion issues). (Contract that if the donor uses the 
private key, the donor is liable to the donee?)

• GRATs: Birdsall and Taback, “The Bitcoin GRAT,” Trusts & Estates (July 1, 2014).

• Crawford, “Blockchain Wills,” 95 Indiana Law Review 735 (2000)

• Is Cryptocurrency a tangible? State estate tax issues. Charitable deduction issues.  Note 
that conversion to dollars is an income tax gain event as apparently is converting from one 
type of crypto to another.

• Is Crypto a currency? See Commodity Exchange Act.  But the IRS apparently says it is 
not, but the IRS position was taken before at least one country (El Salvador) adopted it as 
an official currency.  
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What Is Happening Now

• The Federal Reserve is considering whether to adopt a digital version of the dollar, one better suited to a world where we are already using 
Venmo and Apple Pay. Here's what to know.  See: https://apple.news/AdWmCDw68SjifhIQy6UN9vg

• Recently, the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) unveiled long-awaited technical
research and open-source code that could be used as the groundwork for a potential central bank digital currency.

• Wyoming has adopted several laws to make it a “friendly” jurisdiction for people with extensive holdings in crypto.  These include:
a.   Allowing financial institutions to deal directly with cryptocurrency custodians
b.   Creating a special property tax carve-out
c.    Allowing Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) LLCs.   

See:  https://wyomingllcattorney.com/Blog/What-is-a-DAO

• March 9, 2020: “U.S. President Joe Biden signed an executive order on Wednesday calling on the government to examine the risks and 
benefits of cryptocurrencies,” available at: 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/09/heres-whats-in-bidens-executive-order-on-crypto.html

Ethereum (aka Eth or Ether)  has announced it is switching from a proof or work to a proof of stake system: a big change vastly reducing
the energy cost of producing new “coins.” Instead of issuing new coins by mining (solving very complicated math problems using super 
computers), new coins will be issued as the “nodes” decide.  

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/09/heres-whats-in-bidens-executive-order-on-crypto.html
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Legislation Related to Cryptocurrencies

S.4356 - Lummis-Gillibrand Responsible Financial Innovation Act: 

Available to view at https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/4356/text

• The Bill would divide the digital asset world into three parts: commodities, securities, and ancillary assets.  In effect, 
the bill would defines digital “ancillary” assets as crypto tokens that, although changing in value without disposition, 
do not provide the owner with a “profit or revenue share” or “other financial interest” such as “debt or equity” in 
the company that issues the tokens.

• See a short summary of the bill, see Avik Roy, “Lummis-Gillibrand Crypto Bill: An Important Step In Bringing 
Regulatory Clarity To Bitcoin, Stablecoins, & Digital Assets,” Forbes, July 8, 2022

• There are many other legislative proposals including avoiding income/gains on using crypto to small purchases.
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SEC Position

Howey Test (328 U.S. 293 (1946)), under which a digital asset, including a “crypto asset security” will be deemed a security “if 
it constitutes an investment of money, in a common enterprise, with a reasonable expectation of profit derived from the efforts 
of others.” (Emphasis added.)

Gold and other commodities (and foreign currencies) are certainly not “securities.”  And for that matter, Bitcoin (the coin) also 
is not a security.  But is an interest in a digital currency exchange a security?  The SEC chair suggests it may be. This would 
require registration with the SEC. But this would make dealing in crypto currencies very complex and probably expensive.

Why the crypto world flinches at government regulation of crypto and its trading. 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-29/why-crypto-flinches-when-sec-calls-coins-securities-quicktake

XYP is a “coin,” not the company (Ripple) although the company has some input on how the coin is traded.  But suppose I’m a 
gold miner and if I continue to mine and find and sell more gold, it will affect the value of the gold I’ve sold.  That doesn’t 
make gold a security.

All this suggests that the regulation of digital currencies will evolve.  And what does it matter if it’s a fiat currency or a virtual 
(digital) currency.  All fiat currencies to date have failed.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-29/why-crypto-flinches-when-sec-calls-coins-securities-quicktake
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Some Terms to Know (derived in part form the Time 2/6/22)

• Bitcoin is also the name of the payment network on which this form of digital currency is stored and moved. 

• Blockchain. A blockchain is a database maintained communally, that reliably stores digital information. The original 
blockchain was the database on which all Bitcoin transactions were stored, but non-currency-based companies and 
governments are also trying to use blockchain technology to store their data. 

• Cryptocurrencies. Since Bitcoin was first conceived in 2008, thousands of other virtual currencies, known as 
cryptocurrencies, have been developed. Among them are Ether, Dogecoin and Tether.

• Coinbase. The first major cryptocurrency company to list its shares on a U.S. stock exchange, Coinbase is a platform that 
allows people and companies to buy and sell various digital currencies, including Bitcoin, for a transaction fee.

• Crypto finance. The development of cryptocurrencies spawned a parallel universe of alternative financial services, known 
as Decentralized Finance, or DeFi, allowing crypto businesses to move into traditional banking territory, including lending 
and borrowing.

• NFTs. A “nonfungible token,” or NFT, is an asset (e.g., a work of art) verified using blockchain technology, in which a 
network of computers records transactions and gives buyers proof of authenticity and ownership. NFTs make digital 
artworks unique, and therefore sellable.

• Stable coin. Digital currency tied to the value the US dollar of other fiat currency. 
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My Personal Predictions

• Within two decades, many will spend most of their time in the Metaverse. 

• You don’t believe it?  Check how much time young children spend watching and 
participating in video games

• You will have virtual reality friends

• You will have virtual reality “romantic” partners (watch the movie “Her”)

• You will be able to ski, swim, fish, throw a baseball, ride a jumping horse, play on an NFL 
team, boat, dance and even fly (without a plane) in the Metaverse

• Travel for pleasure will be reduced because you can go anywhere virtually

• You will build a “perfect” universe for yourself
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